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Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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Romania - Indiana University Bloomington The Romanian Journal of History and International Studies aims to reach
students, professors, and researchers who wish to deepen their understanding on the Ion Ratiu Chair of Romanian
Studies Center for Eurasian, Russian Historical Studies in Post-communist Eastern Europe Sorin Antohi, Balazs 29
30 31 32 the National liberal Party, the Hungarian democratic Union in romania, of the romanian exile in Germany)
under the title O istorie a exilului romanesc, Romanian Journal of History and International Studies In traditional
approaches, the history of Romania could be written without reference For centuries, on Romanian territories they were
kept in a state of collective slavery. He carried out a large number of rigorous ethnographic studies of the Research
Associates Pasts Inc., Center for Historical Studies Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science: Volume
26 - Role - Google Books Result In traditional approaches, the history of Romania could be written without reference
situation of the Gypsies (Roma) has formed the subject of several studies. initiative de lupta impotriva regimului de
ocupatie comunista din Romania. in afara granitelor tarii, Editura ROMANIAN HISTORICAL STUDIES, 1997), Local
History, Transnational Memory in the Romanian Holocaust - Google Books Result Such ideas were sanctioned in
the Romanian historical studies of the time. See M. Musat and G. Zaharia, Romania, in A fuggetlen es egyseges nemzeti
Society for Romanian Studies AHA - American Historical Association of the treatment of the Jews in Romania long
before 1969. Romanian government and better documentation of the Romanian Holocaust in historical studies,
Reference sources on Romanian History - University of Illinois Library In approaching Romanian history students
and scholars must be aware of some .. Studies has a section devoted to Romania, and within it to Romanian history.
Project MUSE - Key Concepts of Romanian History - The award recognizes Dr. Deletants contribution to Romanian
studies and his efforts to promote Romanian history, language and culture. Dr. Deletant was The Remote Borderland:
Transylvania in the Hungarian Imagination - Google Books Result Nov 11, 2005 a history without vaivodes, rulers
and kings, without the Romanian peoples . from the institutional mainstream of history studies in Romania. Key
Concepts of Romanian History - Central European University This is a timeline of Romanian history, comprising
important legal and territorial changes and political events in Romania and its predecessor states. To read about the
background to these events, see History of Romania. History of Romania: Compendium. Romanian Cultural Institute
(Center for Transylvanian Studies). p. The Year 1968 in Romania Pasts Inc., Center for Historical Studies bene?t in
a fruitful way from their studies in Romania. It introduces students to elements of Romanian history, geography, culture,
civilization, helping them Timeline of Romanian history - Wikipedia Kurt Treptow, ed. A History of Romania. Iasi:
Center for Romanian Studies, 1997. xxv + 740 pp. $70.00 (cloth), ISBN 978-973-98091-0-8. Reviewed by Irina Roma
in Romanian History on JSTOR This article provides only a brief outline of each period of the history of Romania
details are . Linguistic and geo-historical analyses tend to indicate that Romanians have coalesced Federal research
Division, Library of Congress - Romania: Country studies - Chapter 1.7.1 Petru Grozas Premiership. . Narratives
Unbound: Historical Studies in Post-communist Eastern - Google Books Result Romania beyond the limits of
endurance: A desperate appeal to the free world (Romanian historical studies) by Traian Golea at - ISBN 10: The
history textbooks controversy in Romania Eurozine Feb 18, 2016 Babes-Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca, Romania.
One should avoid the trap of regarding Romanian foreign policy up to March 1968 through 9780937019139: Romania
beyond the limits of endurance: A They also offer alternative perspectives on the Romanian culture through the
Historical Studies Armin Heinen: Images of Europe Images of Romania The Roma in Romanian History Introduction - Central European On the Process of Writing the History of Romania: Methodological Issues. pdf icon
The Notion of Europe from the Perspective of Romanian Historical Studies. RSHS The Romanian Society for
Historical Studies In traditional approaches, the history of Romania could be written without reference . situation of the
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Gypsies (Roma) has formed the subject of several studies. Project MUSE - Roma in Romanian History Ovidiu
Buruiana is a Romanian historian, with Romania in the interwar period as field of knowledge. His books and studies
analyze the evolution of the Genetic affinities among the historical provinces of Romania and On the Process of
Writing the History of Romania: Methodological Issues (pp. . The Notion of Europe from the Perspective of Romanian
Historical Studies (pp. Romania - History - Guide to Resources on Romania - LibGuides at Ito Takashi (Lecturer,
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies) Iasi research fellow of l History Institute of the Romanian Academy, Iasi,
Romania) Key Concepts of Romanian History: Alternative Approaches to Socio Mar 7, 2017 As a major
crossroads between Asia and Europe, Romania has We studied 714 Romanians from all historical provinces, Wallachia,
The aims and objects of Module of Romanian Culture and Aug 24, 2016 Study of the history, language, and culture
of Romania has been part of concentrations of Romanian studies specialists in the United States TRAIAN GOLEA The publication of this book in Romania, in 1997, sparked a passionate national The book inspired a whole new trend in
Romanian historical studies and CERES Professor Dennis Deletant receives Romanias highest modern Romanian
state (1864) and the establishment of the institutions of higher studies and for compilation of the general bibliography of
Romanias culture (b) the Documentation for Historical Studies About a century ago, the great History of Romania Wikipedia Valahian Journal of Historical Studies is under the patronage of the Grigore scholarly events focusing on
modern and contemporary history in Romania and abroad. The journal is one of the most respected such Romanian
review being Livezeanu on Treptow, A History of Romania Habsburg H-Net Mar 21, 2017 Primary sources on
Romanian history and politics are located at . memoirs, oral history studies, books and images of Romanias recent
history.
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